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PHYSICS

(1) Attempt all questions.
(2) All questions earlY equal marks.
(3) Talldard data are given in the end of the

question paper.

Do any fo of he following: 5x4=20
(a) Disc -- rieBy '\1ichelson-Morley experiment and

men io i:s outcome.
(b) Ded e an expression for time dialation on the

basi 0; Lorentz transformation equations.
(c) Obtain he volume of a cube, the proper length

of ea edge of which is Lo' when it is moving
with --elocity v along one of its edges.

(d) HO\\' =- an electron must move in order that
its mas- equal to the rest mass of the proton?

(e) Show that the relativistic form of NeV\rton's
second law when F is parallel to v is

:3

- de [ v2]- 2'F=m- I--
a dt c2

(f) If the kinetic energy of a body is twice of its
rest mass energy, find its velocity.
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2 Do an . _0 or the following : 5x4=20
(a \\ - 0 you' understand by coherent sources?

Ho . are these obtained is practice ? Give
exzmples.

) E,,-plainthat in biprism expt. the central fringe is
a hromatic when white light is used.

o
(c Light of wavelength 6000 A is incident

> normally on a wedge shaped film (Il = 1.35).

The fringes are formed to be 2.0 mm apart from
i~each other. Calculate the angle of wedge .

...•...•. .,~

(dr~ What is meant by diffraction of light ? Distinguish
between Fresnel and Fraunhofer class of
diffraction giving examples.

(e) Calculate the angle between the central image of
a lamp filament and its first diffracted image
produced by a fabric with 160 threads per cm

o
(A = 6000A)'
Obtain the design of a plane transmissiondiffraction
grating capable of resolving a wavelength difference

o 0

of 6 A at a mean wavelength of 6000 A III

- ond order spectra.

;0 of the following : lOx2=20
--,.,~-0 you understand by double refraction?

-- Huygens theory of double refraction in
·a.:-·al crystal



(b) (i) Calculate the thickness of a doubly
refracting crystal plate required to

introduce a path difference of ~ between
the ordinary and extraordinary rays when

o
J" = 6000 A. 110= 1.55 and lJ.e= 1.54.

o
(ii) The specific rotation of quartz at 5086 A

is _9.73 deglmm. Calculate the difference
in the refractive indices.

(c) What are the requirements for producing laser
action _ How are they achieved ?

4i¥'~f)u'any two 0

(a) Explain
current
of the _

(b) 0) ,

the following: lox2=20
e concept of Maxwell's displacement
d show how it led to the modification

ere's law.
at is Poynting vector? If the electric

plitude of the wave is 5 %.' what is

the :nagnetic amplitude of this wave?
\\--:Ie our Maxwell's equation in conducting
r:1••rl·t.::l1 and derive wave equation .
.-\._ arenal has 10 turns per cm of wire
\'"o:Jnd uniformly upon it which carries a
...urre ! of 2.0 amp. The flux density in the
ma!e:ial is 1.0 Weber/m2. Calculate the
ma_ etising force and magnetisation of the
material.
\\nat is meant by Hystersis and Hysteresis
CUf\"e? How would you use the hysteresis
curves to select the material for constlUction
of pe manent magnet.
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- :IO - 0 e following : 5x4=20
e diffraction of X-rays and Bragg's law.

D -" e also functioning of a Bragg Spectrometer.
are modified and unmodified radiation in

Co on scattering? How Compton explained
odified radiation? How Compton effect is

easured ')

A proton is moving with a speed of 2x 108 m/s .
Find the wavelength of matter wave associated
with it.
State and give physical meaning of Heisenberg's
uncertainty principle.
What is physical significance of wavefunction
\If used in time independent Schrodinger wave
equation?
A particle is moving in one dimensional potential

o
box of width 25A. Calculate the probability

o
of finding the particle within an interval of 5 A
at the centre of the box when it is in its state
of least energy.

Physical constants :
Planck's constant h=6.63xlO-34 J.s

-elocity of light in free space C=3x 108 m/s
El tronic charge e=1.6XIO-19C
Permitti\ity of free space Go=8.85XlO-12 F/m

D. eability of free space po=4nxlO--7H/m

Res: ass of electron me=9.1xIO-31kg

mp=1.67xlO--27kg.


